The flame response to upstream velocity perturbations is properly described by a Finite Impulse Response (FIR) model. When combining an FIR model with acoustic tools to predict thermoacoustic modal growth rates, uncertainties contained in the FIR model coefficients would propagate through the acoustic model, inducing deviations of the modal growth rate from its nominal value. Therefore, an associated uncertainty quantification (UQ) analysis, which focuses on quantifying the impact of FIR model uncertainties on the modal growth rate prediction, is a necessity to obtain a more reliable thermoacoustic instability prediction. To address this UQ problem, our present work proposes an analytical strategy featuring (1) compactly summarizing the causal relationship between variations of FIR model coefficients and variations of modal growth rates; (2) Effectively shrinking the dimension of the UQ problem; (3) Requiring only negligible computational cost; (4) Involving no complex mathematical treatments. Our case studies yielded 5000 times faster yet highly accurate UQ analyses compared with reference Monte Carlo simulations, even though a significant level of FIR model uncertainty is present. The analytical approach brings additional benefits including (1) visualization of the process from the variations of FIR model coefficients to the variations of modal growth rate; (2) Easily-obtainable sensitivity measurement for each FIR model coefficient, which can help identify key mechanisms controlling the thermoacoustic instability; (3) New possibility for robust combustor design, i.e., to minimize the impact of FIR model uncertainty on the thermoacoustic instability prediction.
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Introduction
Combining acoustic tools (e.g., Helmholtz solvers [1] or network models [2] ) with a flame https://doi.org/10.1016/j.proci.2018.07.020 response model is a popular approach to predict thermoacoustic instability. In this framework, the flame response model, which may be derived from experiment or numerical simulation, constitutes a source of uncertainty, which may have significant impact on the reliability of modal growth rate calculation, as is evidenced by the work of Nair et al. [3] , Ndiaye et al. [4] , Bauerheim et al. [5] , Magri et al. [6] as well as Silva et al. [7] . In these studies, 2-coefficient n − τ models [8] were investigated, and the gain n and the time delay τ of the flame response were considered as uncertain input parameters.
Compared with a frequency-independent n − τ model, the finite impulse response (FIR) model represents a more sophisticated and realistic flame model, which describes flame dynamics in the time domain and facilitates direct physical interpretation of flow-flame interaction mechanisms [9] . In fact, the n − τ model can be viewed as a special case of an FIR model with only one non-zero coefficient. FIR models can be deduced from experimentally measured flame frequency response data [10] or determined through a combined CFD/System Identification procedure [11] . To further pave the way for using this advanced flame response model, it is essential to quantify the impact of uncertainties in the FIR model and obtain the associated error in predicting thermoacoustic instability. Uncertainty quantification (UQ) analysis, which focuses on propagating uncertainties from inputs to outputs, is required for that purpose.
Monte Carlo simulation [12] is a classic method for conducting UQ analysis. However, due to its slow convergence, a large number of samples (generally in the order of thousands) have to be drawn from the distribution of inputs and an equally large number of model evaluations are required to construct a converged probability density function (PDF) of the output. Therefore, previous studies investigating the impact of uncertain flame model have employed various sophisticated surrogate techniques [4] [5] [6] [7] 12] , so that a smaller number of input samples and corresponding model evaluations is sufficient for UQ analysis.
In this work we propose a dimensionality reduction strategy based on analytical analysis to address our current UQ problem, i.e., evaluate the impact of FIR model uncertainties on the thermoacoustic modal growth rate calculation, so that we can (1) perform UQ analysis analytically to improve the efficiency, while avoiding sophisticated mathematical treatments as much as possible; (2) obtain further physical insights regarding the causal relationship between FIR model coefficient variations and modal growth rate variations. This paper starts with a statement of our current UQ problem, followed by introducing the way we visualize the results. Then we derive the dimensionality reduction strategy and demonstrate its effectiveness through case studies. We close the paper by pointing out further applications of the proposed UQ strategy.
UQ problem setting
In the present study, we investigate the uncertainty regarding the growth rate of a marginally stable thermoacoustic mode in a combustor computed with an acoustic network solver. An FIR model is introduced to describe the flame response, which links velocity fluctuations u u upstream of the flame to the global heat release rate fluctuations ˙ Q in the following manner:
where h k 's are the FIR model coefficients, which are considered uncertain. L is the model order (i.e. number of coefficients) and n is the time step. The overbar and the prime indicate average and fluctuating values, respectively. The uncertainty of the FIR model coefficients stems from their estimation process, either through experimental measurements, which inevitably contains noise, or through a combined approach of CFD/System-identification [11] , where (1) CFD simulation can be uncertain, e.g., boundary conditions, combustion model parameters, etc. and (2) identification process will be uncertain, e.g., due to its stochastic nature, low signal-to-noise ratio, finite length of CFD time series [13] , etc. As a result, the estimation results for h k 's containing not only nominal values, but also an associated covariance matrix which describes the uncertainty information of h k 's. In the present work, we assume that the FIR model uncertainty is known.
Conventional thermoacoustic instability prediction only employs the nominal values h 0 k 's (nominal quantities are denoted by superscript "0", the same hereinafter) and calculates the corresponding eigenvalues of the thermoacoustic system ( i ω 0 + σ 0 ) ∈ C , i.e., modal frequency ω 0 ∈ R and growth rate σ 0 ∈ R . This analysis is also referred to as deterministic analysis. However, conducting only deterministic analysis can be dangerous for marginally stable thermoacoustic modes [4] [5] [6] [7] , since they can become unstable when h k 's deviate from their nominal values.
In contrast to the deterministic analysis, UQ analysis takes into account variations of FIR model coefficients and propagates their uncertainties to the output, in particular, the modal growth rate σ . Therefore, the output is not just a single value σ 0 , but a PDF, which describes the output in a statistical manner.
By means of the Monte Carlo method, a large number of samples of FIR model coefficients have to be drawn from the distribution of coefficients, and for each sample the corresponding modal geometries and boundary conditions to minimize the impact of uncertain FIR model on the modal growth rate prediction. The underlying difficulty is the determination of the modal growth rate variation. Now with the capability of performing UQ analysis analytically, this index can be easily obtained with only a few thermoacoustic system calculations within each optimization algorithm loop, which could lead to a significantly accelerated optimization process.
